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A b s t r a c t  
In this papcr we rPport on r rcmt  dcvelopmcnt,s conccrn- 
ing multidimensional upwind schemes for solving rhr Euler 
equations on a grid composed of trianglrs. A s  a, giiidc- 
line we takr the t,hrrc concepts which constit.uk RcK's one 
dimensional approximate Riemann SOIVCI: ( 1  ) a n  analytic 
eigenvrctor- or wavc decomposition of the flux rlrrivative; 
(2) a discrete countcrpart using a conservativr: linrariaation 
of thc  flux difference over a cell; (3) a n  uprvind distrihu- 
tion d the decomposed parts over thr  meshpoints accord- 
ing to the sign of t,hr: corrrsponding eigenvaliics. Each of 
thew three elements are generalized for multidimensional 
f low, avoiding a dimension hy dimension analysis. Eigen- 
vector drcompositions for the two dimensional flux diver- 
gence (two-dimensional wave modds) havr hem proposrd 
in 1986. A discrde counterpart rising a recmt,ly drveloped 
conservative l i nes r id ion  of the flux balance over a trianglr 
is Pxplainetl in morr detail. Nonlinear positive and linearity 
preserving scalar upwind distrihution schemes arc- drscrihed 
for  thr diatrihutirm of the  deconiposrd parts. Numerical 
r r s u l t s  on standard subsonic, t ransonic  and siiprrsnnic test 
case:k arc presented for diffrrent comhina,ttions ol rlccnm~ 
posit,i,m and scalar distrihntion schcmes on t,riangiilatcd 
rrreshr.  Althrmgh many of thr tliroretical and ~iiimrricul 
alternatives are st i l l  open, thesr r r s u l t s  indicatc that, t,hr 
present approach is a viable generalization of the onr di- 
mensional Riemann solvers. 
.I'
1.  In t rod i i c t ion  - 
Over wcent ycars, it has herome incrsasinglj apparent 
that the lack of truly multidimensional roncepts is srvrrcly 
limiting the progrcss i n ,  and perforrnmcc or Enler- and 
Naviei-Stokes com",~tations'.. ' '~. Statr of tlir a r t  upwinfl 
methods far comprrssihlo flow are hascd on Ricmann solvers 
for thc one dimensional Eulpr equat,ions. Considering Roc's 
one dimrnfiional flux difference splitter, the folli,wing dis- 
tinct steps can he recognized in an interprrt,itt,ion which 
differs from the usual viewpoint in the senw that no ref- 
__- 
, t presently at the IJniversity of Rari, Italy 
cwnce is made to Riemann problems or the finite volnme 
approach" : 
- 1. First, derive an eigenvector decomposition nf the di- 
mensional flux derivative. This eigenwctor drcornposition 
is in fact a wave pattern recognition strp, dccomposing a 
global perturbation in three simple w a w  contributions. D e  
noting by U the vector of conservatiw variahlrs with flox 
vector F(U), the gradients are written as : 
whrrc Ak(U) and rk(U) a r e  the eigenvahtrs and right. r igm- 
vectors of A(U), the Jacobian matrix conta.ining t h r  rleriva- 
1,ivt-s of thr flux vertor with respect to  thr ronsrrvntivr vari~ 
shlrs. 
Thr governing eqiiatinn fw cach simplr wavr  i s  
~- 0 
awk ,awl 
- t A -  
at ar 
whcre W k  are the characteristic variahlrs corrcspcmding to 
mtropy and two acoustic variables. The W ~ V P S  are trawling 
with speeds X k  i, along the x--.axis, and h a w  8. strength 
iiniqiirly determined frrtm 
w h r r r  1' are the left eigcnrcctors of .4 such t h a t  
rk 1" = 6 k m  (1.4) 
with 6 k m  the Kroneckcr symhol. It is important 1,) rcaL 
ine that in one dimension iiniqurness a n d  existenw C B f  t,his 
decomposition is guaranteed by the hyprrholicity of tlir sys- 
tem. 
- 2 . In the second step, a discrete counterpart for eqs. (1.1) 
i s  constructed, commonly known as a flux difference spl i t-  
ter, although a more appropriate naming would he a flux 
balance or flux residual splitter, as will be seen later. 
The  flux residual i s  defined as the contour integral of 
the flux vector over a discrete cell represcnt.ing t m w  adjacent. 
positions (XI, < zn) on a mesh, with unknowns Ur, and 
U R ,  
-1- 
-dz = FR ~ F L  = Xkakrk(Ur,,UR) (1.6) 
I;:, 
where the wave strength is computed from a discrete version 
of eq. (1.3). 
3 = F(UL,UR)  (U, U,) (1.7) 
Eqs. (1.5) - (1.7) define what is called B conservative lin- 
earization, since it decomposes the conservative residual in 
scalar wave contributions related to the quasilinenr form of 
the equations. 
Roe showed" that such a consrrvatiw lineariaat.ion 
ia easily found h y  introduction of a new variahk callcrl t he  
parameter vector Z ~ fi(I,~,ff)~. With Z as the primary 
unknown, the lincarization is simply givrn l q r  
- 
r k ( ~ r , , ~ n )  = rL(Z) - 
I I ; ( U I , , U R )  := P(Z) 
- 
x'(UI, ,uR) = A k ( % )  
defining in this way the averagrd Jacohian x(Ui, ,U") 
A@). Here, % i s  defined as 
- 1  z = $ ( Z L  ~l Z , )  
In the statc z ,  the primitive variables are givrn by 
Combining eqs. (1.5) ~ (1.8) leads to thr familiar result 
FR Fr.  = A ( z ) ( U n  VI , )  (1.11) 
Eqs. (1.5) ~ (1.7) have thr  important property that when- 
ever UT,, UR are such that they can be connectcd by  a single 
shockwave or a single contact discontinriitv with speed s, 
only one non-vanishing term in tb r  expansion rcmains, and 
~ ( 1 .  ( I  -6)  reduccs to the Rankine-lliig,,niI,t .jump relations, 
with thr  speed of the discontinuity. 
By construction, the linearization of eq. ( I  .8) satisfirs 
thr following properties, additional to  cq. ( 1 . 1  I )  : 
4 ( U , U )  ~ A(U) (consistmry) (1.12) 
- 
- 
A ( U ~ , U R )  has real eigenvalues and a romplrt,r S P ~  nf 
linearly independent eigenvectors (1.13) 
Eqs. (1,11), (1.12) and (1.13) are ro l lPct i r r ly  r r f r r r d  
to" as Property U, and ensure uniform validity of th r  lin- 
earization both in smooth flow and near discontinnitirs. 
3. In the third step, a scalar upwind distribution schwnp 
is applied to each part of the decomposed flux r?sidiiaI1' 
given by eq. (1.6), depending on the orientation of thp  cor^ 
responding speed Xl.. For example, in the classical first 
%der upwind scheme, the terms A k a k r k  corresponding to 
X k  >_ 0 are used to update UR, while the parts corrrspoiid- 
ing to 3 5 0 are iised to update U L .  Other schemes 
like Lax-Wendroff or Fromm's scheme can he recovrrrd by 
selecting other distribution coefficients'5. The kpy n lwxva-  
tion is that the problem is reduced to thc design of accurate  
and oscillation free schemes for a scalar advection rquation 
of typc (1.2). Notice that the flux balance in thr  form of 
the 1,HS of eq. (1.6) is never n e e d d  in the rlistrihution 
step. Due to the conservative linearization, the RIIS of eq. 
(1.6) in the form of a sum of waves can be iiscd, nvi,iding 





The three steps described above constitute f,hr famil- 
iar Roe's approximate Riemann solver in terms w h i r h  a m  
suited for generalization to two and thrpr space dinimsions 
without resorting to a dimension by dimension annlys is  : 
- 1. In two or three space dimensions, thr decomp,siIion of 
the divergence o f t h e  flux vrctor will he written a s  n sum of 
terms o f thc  form eigenvectors x wavespced x wavrstrrngth. 
just like eqs. (1.1). The decomposition howrvrr is not 
uniquely determined as in one space dirnrnsion, and iritrin- 
sic flow properties will he used to find oiit which cigenvrr. 
tors, speeds and corresponding dircctions arc rclevanf.  Two 
dimensional wave dec.ompositions which generaliar q s .  ( 1 . I )  
have been introduced already around 1986, when Roc' a n d  
Deeoninck c t  alz came up wit,h critrria to drtcct a n d  srlrct 
relevant simple wave patterns given a linearized fl<w field. 
no th  decompositions are snmmariaed, irsed and c:oinparccl 
in the present work. A new variant of Ror's a,pprc,iirhla is 
r.zcapitulated in section 2. 
- 2. Eq. (1.fi) generalizes to a contoiir intrginl ar ,>( tnd a 
two dimensional or threr dimensional cell. 011 1 , h ~ s c  ~ I P -  
ments, a conservative linearization can  bc constriirtrd hav 
ing Property U.  This conservntivr linrarimtion w h i c h  was 
mcently developed", forms an essrntial part o f  f h c  n i i i l t i  
dimensional solver a n d  wi l l  he discussrd i n  sect iou :I. K r y  
requirement is thr use of triangular cells i i i  t w ,  ilirticusions 
and tetrahedra in threc rlimcnsioris. Thrsr d c m c t ~ l s  arc 
the natural extensions of thr one rlimen~ional l i n r  rlrinrnl. 
permitting the definitinn of a uniqrrr linear variation , , f  thr 
unknown over the cell for given data a t  thr v d i c c s .  'This 
again indicates that truly mi~ltidiniensi~rrial rxtrnsions dif 
fer strongly from the dimension hy dimrnsion annlysis, i n  
which quadrilateral cells arc the natural tirn dirncnsional 
extension of a linr segmmt. 
- 3. Scalar distrihrrtion schemes wil l  distribiite tlic drrom- 
posed parts of thc flux balance tn thc. verticrs of t h e  c d ,  
depending on thp orimtation of the corrcsponding a r l v w  




space. The  schemes discussed will meet constraints ,con- 
cerning conservation; positivity and accuracy as explained 
in section 4 .  
Each one of these three constitutive steps of the mul- 
tidimensional generalization of Roe's one dimensional flux 
difference splitter is a topic in itself, deserving a more elah- 
orate discussion than this paper permits. In fact, progress 
on wave models'*aJ8~an , l i n e a r i z a t i ~ n ' ~ ~ ~ ~  and discretiza- 
tion"~az~a3,24 has been reported in various publications 
over the last five years, showing an evolution ofunderstand- 
ing and sophistication. Although research in the above top- 
ics continues, we think that the basic concepts at the root of 
the method are rinderstood and fit together very well. Not 
excluding further developments we present in this paper for 
the first time a coherent description which may M e r  be re- 
fined or extended, but which is not likely to he drastically 
changed. Furthermore, we show numerical results with the 
method, where in previous p ~ h l i c a t i o n s ' ~ " ~  the essential 
element of the conservative linearization" was missing. 
. 
As an intermediate step between the approach followed 
in this paper and the dimensionally split approach, so-called 
Rotated Riemann Solvers can be c o n ~ i d e r e d ~ - ' ~  For the 
definition of the cell face Riemann problem they take into 
account variables like flow direction or velocity difference di- 
rection over a cell face. In this way som? multidimensional 
behaviour is introduced. Although some promising results 
have been obtained along these lines, this is not the ap- 
proach followed in this work. Instead we prefer to abandon 
the finite volume viewpoint which inwitably leads to some 
one dimensional Riemann problem hrtween two neighbour- 
ing cell states, and we adopt the residual distribution strat-  
egy as introduced b e f ~ r e ' ~ ' ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Test computations indicate that the choice of the w a w  
decomposition is very important and is still a matter of 
further research. Indeed, satisfactory results were only ob- 
tained for one of the 6 wave models (model C), while th r  
4 wave model failed completely for subsonic and transonic 
flow Another t 0 D k  for further investination is the imole- " 
The multidimensional generalization treated in this pa- 
per is in strong contrast with the classically adopted dimen- 
sion by dimension generalization of the on? dimensional ap- 
proximate Riemann solver. In the standard interpretation 
in a finite volume context, the flux at the interface between 
ZL and ZR can he foiind from the solution of the approxi- 
mate Riemann problem for the linearized equation 
mentation of boundary conditions in the multidimensional 
upwind solver. Nevertheless, comparison of the computa- 
tions using model C with standard grid aligned upwind 
solvers indicates that non-aligned discontinuities are.indeed 
captured in fewer cells by the present approach. 
av -au  
at ax - + A ( 2 ) -  = 0 
~..-' 
where U t  and UR are either the average state in adjacent 
cells or some higher order reconstruction at the cell i n t w  
face. Consequently the waves emanating from the jump of 
the unknowns a t  the cell interface influence the value of the 
unknowns of the neighbouring cells Ur, and UR. 
In two or more space dimensions, the flux at a cell 
interface is defined in exactly the same one dimensional 
way. The flux jacobian is now taken in the direction of 
thP cell face normal ZLR. Again, the waves influence only 
U,, and UR.  The standard generalization has the drawback 
that a set of Riemann problems is solved related to each cell 
face. Every flux is decomposed in waves traveling normal 
to the cell face, which is irrelevant from the physical point, 
of view. This results is a sohition algorithm which depends 
on geometrical variables which have little or no relation 
with the relevant flow directions. Consequently the choice 
of the grid ha8 a disproportional influence on the solution, 
as has heen observed e.g. for calculations in which a shear 
(contact discontinuity) or shock is present in the solution, 
but where these phenomena are not aligned with the grid. 
2. Mul t id imens iona l  wave decompos i t ion  models 
for the E u l e r  equat ions .  
The  generalization of Roe's one dimensional scheme, 
as decribed in the introduction, requires first an eigenvec- 
tor decomposition of the two dimensional flux divergence, 
similar to what has been achieved in one dimension by eq. 
(1 .1) .  Two approacK&~have been proposed in the past, 
One is based on two dimensional characteristic theory ','J, 
and the other is based on a superposition of simple wave 
solutionsfJn~*8. 
In the first approach, 4 particular compatibility equa- 
tions are selected, and the corresponding eigenvectors are 
used to split the flux divergence. The decomposition takes 
the form 
The  4 eigenvectors are selected to minimize in some sense 
the term S, but elimination of this term is not always pos- 
sible. Moreover the computation of the relevant wave di- 
rections requires the sohition of a quadratic equation, in- 
troducing a non-uniqueness problem. 
In the second aDDroach'72n.'s. a t  least for t h ?  mod- .. 
els considered in this paper, 6 simple wave solutions are 
selected such that their superposed effect is equivalent to 
the flux divergence. Thus the 6 eigenvectors, strmgths and 
speeds are found analytically. The  decomposition i s  always 
complete and unique, given by 
The multidimensional generalization discussed in this 
paper does not have this  shortcoming. The wave propaga- 
tion directions depend uniquely an  intrinsic flow properties, 
while the scalar discretization schemes aim a t  a discretiea- 
tion along these preferential directions. 
. ., aF aG ' -+-=E A k a k p k  (2.2) 
a y  
3 
Both decompositions arc briefly described below, hut  
the emphasis is put on the second hecarisr it has lead t o  
more satisfactory results at this stage d iiur rrsenrch, a s  
will he discussed in section 5 .  
2.1 Charac te r i s t i c  decompos i t ion  model. 
Deconinck and Kirsch' proposed a drcomposition met- 
hod in which characteristic compatibility rquations are sc 
lected which lead to an optimal drcoiipling of the Euler 
equations into a set of scalar 2D ronvcction eqnations. Start 
ing point is the system of Euler rqiiatioris i n  divergencr 
form, 
au aF aG aU - 4  - + - -  0 ,  o r  - - + T  F 0 ( 2 3 )  
at ax ay at 
with U = ( p , p u , p v , p E ) ' .  Characteristic vnriablrs W a r ~  
defined by a transformation rising a 1 x 1 matrix L '-" : 
AU TL L ~ ~ I a w  aw ~ mu 
L - ~ '  .~ - ( , rz  , r  3 , r  4 ) (2.4) ,C ~ ( 1 ' , 1 2 , 1 3 , P ) '  
The column vectors rk  and row vectors I' arc right, r r ~  
spprtively left eigenvectors of the Jacuhians o f  r q  (2.3) i n  
some particular f low dependent dirrctinns. I n  vrrtor  nota^ 
tion, t h e  transformrd system rcprcsrnting four part,irular 
characteristic cornputihility rquatirms I I P C O ~ I P S  
wherr D ,  and I ) ,  are diagonal matrices, which h a w  as 
diagonal rlemrnts t he  convection spee-ds i n  T rrspectivcly y 
direction. The tcrrns Q represrnt off diagonal terms, which 
appear Since in general the Jacobians of thr fluxes F anr l  
G do not commute. The different terms in rq. (2.5) a m  
given by  : 
( 2 . f i h )  
t h r  coupling term Q is minimized. 
tion normal d') is thereforr chosen parallel t o  thr  p w s s l i r v  
gradient, while the second decomposition n o r i r i ~ l  h( ' )  is a 
function of t h e  strain rate tensor. Morr ddails o n  t h e  d f ~  
composition can he fourid in the- original  pap^^^ a r ~ d ' , ~ , ~ .  
Note that both normals and hencr  the decnmp<,sition 
are a function of gradkilts of the f low varialiles urily, and do 
not depend on any direction dictated hy  the mmh. 'I'rans- 
forming eq. (2.5) hark to ronsrrvatiw va r i i i l h ,  on? o b  
tains the decomposition of th? f lux d iwrgmcr ,  ~ q .  ( Z . l ) ,  
where 
TI,? first dccutnp<psi  
- 
, i k  - a' = - . vwk 
X k  (2 .8)  
x k  :- IXkI (2.9) 
S Q'rk (2 .10 )  
4 
k.:l 
2.2 T h e  six wave models .  
This decomposition proposed by RoeZ'Z" is Irasrd on 
n superposition of 6 simple wave solutions, assuming l i n ~  
earined flow. Simple wave solutions for linearized flow arf 
dcfincd by  
k u' 7: W k r '  -~ a'r ' .  (mz I yn, ~~ A n t )  ( 2 .11 )  
whrrc m' i s  t he  strrngt,h nf the maur ,  n, 
sin0 the components of the unit vrrt,or < i n  t h r  p v q m g a ~  
tion direction B (omitting snprrscript l e ) ,  arid rs ii right 
eigenvcctor of the Jacobian An,  k Rn, with r o r w s p ~ n d i q  
eigenvalue A;. The gradient of U' is 
c o s 8  i i i id  ny 
c 
liu' = ak< rk n k  :~~ I V ' I . V k /  (2.12) 
liwk = (+'w"Z = * k i i  ~: I"U' (2.13) 
Suhstitiition in thr E u l ~ r  equations sliows that 1,hr ~ J I R T ~ C -  
trristic variahk 14' satisfies t h r  advrrtim rqiiatic,o 
( 2 . 1 5 )  
tn  
TIL? first two corrcspmirl t o  an rntropy anrl R s h w r  wavc,  
w h i k  the second two correspond tc, tw, acoustic w i t v v s  (f ig. 
'b 
1 ) .  For subsonic flow in the direction 5, (C . Z < c), A: 
and A t  have opposite signs, while for supersonic flow in the 
direction 6 they have the same sign. 
Pig. 1 .  Speeds and  directions for the waves in the 6 wave 
model. 
The speeds (2.17) are quite different from the linearizrd 
speeds obtained from the characteristic wave decomposi- 
t ion,  eq. (2.7). II<wrver, looking at q. (2.15) one ohserves 
that the space operator is unaffected if wr replacr ,ik hg 
i6, whmr X L  is rlcfined such that it satisfim 
In two dimensions each simple wave has two degrees 
of freedom, namely its strength a* and its propagation di- 
rection 0'. Now the basis consists of 4 independent eigen- 
vectors, so in total 4.strengths and 4 angles have to he 
found. The  space derivative of the flux has now 4 com- 
ponents, while the derivatives ard in z and y directinn. 
Again the flow derivatives can he matchrd to this hasis of 4 
eigenvectors. The  complex algebra which comes out of this  
matching process can he considerahly reduced by adding 
two acoustic waves, in which case somr of the strengths 
and angles have to be specified a priori. This option has 
been taken by Roe'iao in his 6 wave model, where by phys- 
ical reasoning some of the directions arc fixed. Thc choice 
of waves for what Roe called model B, is : 
(1) One entropy wave with unknown direction $* and in-  
tensity S. : two imknowns. 
(2) A shear wave with unknown strength S, traveling in 
the direction perpendicular to the streamlines. 
(3) Four mutually perpendicular acoustic waves, contrihut- 
ing five unknowns : one direction B and four s t rmgths  
a;, i = 1,4.  
The choice of the direction of the shear wave leaves sonic 
room for discussion. Comparing the linearized speeds (2.20) 
with the characteristic speeds (2.7) both approaches lead to 
the same shear wave trcatment if  t h e  shcarwave direction in 
the 6 wave model is selected parallel with the pressure g r a ~  
dient direction (;(I)). This was proposed by De Palma el. 
al" (model C) and decouples the shear wave from the pres- 
sure disturbances. Model C shows indeed improved perfor- 
mance compared to model B (see section 5 ) .  
It is clear that  many other wave models may h r  pro- 
posed, hased on physical reasoning, and it is likely that 
more performant models will Comr out of nngoing rrscarch 
i n  this field. In any casc, superposing a numhrr of w a w s  
to match the gradients lpads to 
, i k  = ( , i k .  . -I n)n ( 2 . ' 8 )  After suhstitution in the fliix divergence one oht;tins ex- 
prrssion (2.2), which can also hc writtcn as  
hcrmsc 
-'k ~ .. .. A;. vwh :.- ( A  . n)  ?i. iw ~.~ ( i t ,  ?i)l6lp 2 .  fbV' 
(2.19) 
Hence for the Eider equations, one can constrnct t he  l i n -  
carizrcl spreds 2 a s  
whirh are precisrly the speeds used in thr charactrristir 
dccomposition model, where C ( * ) , d z )  play t h t  role of 6. 
Matching thr  local gradirnt with a superposition of 
simple waves of  l.hr above typr uniquely defincs the dr:cou- 
position, precisely a s  in I D ,  cq. (1.l.a). 
I r r  o n r  dimension them is only onr  drgirr of frrrdorn 
prr w a x ,  namely its strength ak .  The Iinsis consists ,>f 
3 indcpcndent rigenvectors, which means that in total 3 
strengths have to he found. On the other hand, th? spacr 
dcrivntivr of the fliix has 3 components. The flux rleriva- 




hccause of the equivalence (2.19) 
3. Mul t id imens iona l  l inear iza t ion  w i t h  p r o p e r t y  U 
Thc second step in a multidiniensional gcnrl-alization 
of Roe's approximate Rirmann solver is t h r  construrtion of 
a discrete counterpart of th r  wavr derompnsition (2.1 ) o r  
(2.2), to be called the flux residriiil or flux hnlanrr split- 
ter, hy analogy to the flux differencr splitter in 1D. Such 
a discrete form is obtained after integrating (2.1) o r  (2.2) 
nvcr a cell. The  LHS t h r n  hecomes a flux integration in 
ronservation form, whereas the RIIS should decompose it 
in linearized scalar wave contributions. An essential ingre~  
dient in this proces is the use o f a  conservative linearization 
procedure" 
It will he shown that a consistent conservative disc re ti^ 
sation can easily be obtained starting from the condition 
that U varies linearly over the cell. In one dimension a cell 
is simply aline element. Given the value of the unknown U 
at the cell interfaces, the solution can be represented by a 
piecewise linear function in between. The  two dimensional 
cells having the property of linearly varying unknowns are 
triangles, and in three dimensions tetrahedra, with the un- 
knowns given a t  the vertices. This representation is identi- 
cal to standard linear finite element conventions. 
The aim now is to write multidimensional generaliza- 
tions for the discrete form of the gradient of the unknowns 
a s  given in the previous section, and of the divergence of the 
flux on a triangle. In other words, eqs. (2.1) or (2.2), dc- 
pending on the choice of the wave model, has to be written 
in a form similar to eqs. (1.5) and (1.6). The linearization 
has to satisfy thr  two dimensional equivalent of Property 
U ("'1s. (1.11), (1.12) and (1.13) ). 
Let us first definc the discrete derivative of a variahlr 
over a triangle as the- average: 
with ST the arca of the triangle. On ly  for lincar spacr 
variation of q, this leads to thc simple formula (see section 
4)  : 
( 3 . 2 )  
wherr <; is the scaled inward normal opposite to vrrtcx I 
with value qi.  
Fnr the drrivative we can write 
At this point it is evident why the choice o i  linrarly varying 
unknown U over the cell is made : for a linearly varying 
U, th r  gradient TU is constant ovcr thr ~ 1 1 ,  and can I>? 
t h k r n  o u t  of thr integration i n  thr 1 W S  o f c q  (3 .3 )  : 
with U 1 , U 2 , U ,  t,he values o f U  al. t h?  vcrticrs of t t i r  t r i ~  
anglr. Ilcnce, r n w ~ l y  assuming l i iwm vnriation of U I m d s  
to an rxact rvaluation of thi: flux contour intrgral ovrr 
a trixnglr, providcd eq. (3 .5)  cn.n be intrgratrd analgti~ 
cally, thus satisfying our requirement inr I'roprrty [I .  T w w  
dimrnsional extrnsions ~f eqs. (1.13) a d  ( 1 . 1 4 )  a ~ ?  h l~  
filled, while the two dimensional genrralizati<m nf r q  (1 . I  1 ) 
is writtm as : 
- 
where % is obtained in a similar way as A. 
The straightforward choice of taking the conservative 
variables as independent linearly varying unknowns is not 
the best to he made. Due to the fact that A(U) a n d  R ( U )  
are strongly nonlinear in U, the integration nrrdrrl i n  (3 .5 )  
is hopelessly cumbersome to computc. 
A much more convenient choice is the parameter vector 
Z = ( I ~ , z ~ , z ~ , z ~ ) ~  = & ( S , t ~ , v , f f ) ~ ,  defined h y  RoP". 
The reason is that each component of U, F and G is merely 
a bilinear function of the components of Z, and a s  a con- 
i~ B~ are just linrar aU 8' - A ,  and 
- 7  3z - sequence functions in the components of Therefore, intrgration 





and similarly B z  = B z ( Z ) ,  where Z is a 2D gmrrnlization 
of the Roe average" : 
Primitive variables V in thc state z is given hy 
Note that the multidimensional conservativr l i n r a r i z n -  
tion depends on all unknowns U i r r  thr crl l .  ' l ' l i i s  i s  i n  
contrast with the linearization r l s r r l  in thr dimrnsi,n I,$ (1; 
rnension generalization, wherr only t h c  va lurs  a d j n r r n t  1 0  
a cell interface arc used. Also thc usr of triangles is crnrial 
for the simplicity i n  thr above rrasoning. 
Given linear variation or 2, wr define t,hc liiicarizpd 
Jacoliiari i n  conscrvativr variables, A ,  such that: 
- 
while a t  thr samc tirnc 
T h e  matrix A4,(Z) : ---&- nu Z ncedrd in (3.10) is  gain il 
linear function of Z. It is givm 
'W 





over a triangle of the form 2 f i  e& 
L[+&i& 4 ,.- E a 4 1  
(3.23) 
3 $ii , i l= // (- aF -t -) aG d~ ~-1 ST 
Sr ST ax ay -. ~ 3 1 [a&. V C f i ]  
I _- -  
~ e p  , ~ ~ f i [ h ' V f i  -~ Ee&i,. ~~ iie&v t afiff1 , 3.2 Conservative linearimtion applied to 0 wavr mod- 
which can a s  well he written as, eq. (2.2) : 
or 
It is remarkable that in the numerical implementation, con- 
servative fluxes are never estimated. Indrrd, bcxause of the 
conservative linearization it is sufficient t o  compate directly 
each of thc terms in tht- RAS, and t u  distrihutr them to thc 
verticrs of thr triangles using onc of the scalar rlist,riLution 
schemes discussed in the next section. 
Evrn more, it is not necessary to carnputr the residual 
in consrrvative variables a s  in eqs. (3.25) - (3 .27 ) .  On? can 
l isp any quasilinear form of th r  Enler equations, e.g. using 
V =- ( p , u , v , p ) '  as dependent variable : 
av .av -av 
- I  at A - + c - - o  as aY (3  29) 
where /i and 
taking V as th r  independent varahle. 
and so have the eigenvectors f k .  
as 
are the jacohians of the Euler equations 
In this variahlr, 2 and B h a w  a w r y  simple fnrm",  
'The re-sidnal in the quasilinear form is thrn romputrd 
and the npdnting will lie done in priniitivc variahle V .  'I'his 
has actually not  heen implem~nted for t h r  nnmrrical rrsults 
presented in section 5 ,  hut it will certainly irnprovr thc 
efficiency of the approach. 
4. Scalar  advec t ion  schemes .  
'l'hr first two steps of thr  mnlti-dimrnsion;rl gmrral- 
imtioii of Itor's approximatc It i t imann S ~ I V ' P T  , sections 2 
and 3, rcsultrrl i n  the representation of thc flux divrrgrncr 
or rrsidual o v w  a C C I I  as t h r  superposition of contributions 
with k n o w n  s p e d  and orientation. In t h ?  rharadrristic rle- 
cornposition mcthod we have ,I charactrristir rontrihutions 
with k n n w n  orimitation, togfther wit.h a trrm representing 
purc diffusion, which <.an he lrandlcd wi1.h a crnt,ral d i s ~  
crrtiention. Altrrnatively, i n  the 6 wave models wc h a w  
just R waves wi th  givrn sperrl, strength and orientation. 
IJsing n consrrvative linearization procedure, the discrete 
formulat.ion of tlrcse waves has been fnund i n  terms of thc: 
unknowns a t  the vertices of il triangular cell. Thr upwind 
discrctization of the convcctivc terms in tltr splitting thrrr- 
lore nnly has to deal with cach cornpnncnt scpcrattely, gov 
erned by a linear scalar advection equation, e.g. PI. (2.5) 
for the characteristic decomposition or eq. (2.15) for th? 6 
wave model, which taking into account eq. (2.19) ran hP 
(3.26) written as 
v 
( 3  27) where hy construction of the linrariaation 
i k .  e w k  = i k .  u k , i k  (4 .2 )  
As a result of the representation as a sum of I V ~ V C S ,  th r  
numerical hehaviour of the discretized system is rompletey 
governed by the schrmes for the two-dimensional scalar 
(3.28) 
wave equation, concerning accuracy, convergcnrr, stahil- 
i ty and monotonicity. This explains the increased interest 
in the solution of the scalar advection equation. Any in- 
perfection in thr  scalar schemes will show up i n  t l i r  l?uIrr 
results, and we may not expect the results for thr systrm <>f  
equations to he better than the performance for thr scalar 
equation. In the results section, somr elementary Lrst C A S P S  
show that the solution of the system is of about thr sanic 
quality as for the scalar wave equation in t h r  c a w  nf rnodrl 
C decomposition. 
A general theory of scalar advection schrmrs i s  p r ? ~  
sented in a separate paper at this conferencr', hascd on 
the pioneering worka' whirh was latrr e l n L o r a t ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  I n  
the present section we confine ourselv~s to a description of 
the two residual distribution schemes used for the compiit,a- 
tions presented in section 5. The first scheme is t l t r  optimal 
linear positive scheme on a compact stencil cornpnsd  <If the 
vertices of all triangles meeting a t  a given mcshpoint. It h a s  
hecn proven that such a linear positive schemr is s i  most 
first order accurate in space. Therrfore a second nonlinmr 
variant has been developed which is both positivr and s r r ~  
nnd order accurate in space (for a homogmeous arlvrction 
e-qiiation), very similar to the nonlinrar 'rvn srhrmrs i n  
one dimension. 
4.1. Pre l imina r i e s  
Consider the numerical solution of the two-rlimrnsinnal 
scalar advection equation 
rut + x' ,  el{? ~ 0 (4 .3)  
where j; is a constant vector in tlw 2D planc. 'l'lir Inrsh is 
takcn as an arbitrary triangulation of the  domain. Orrr rl 
typical triangle T with verlices VI ~ 1'2, V,, and erlgrs E , ,  F;2, 
E3 (sec fig. 2), the solution is represented iis p i p c r i v i s p  
linear. The integral of I4't over element T will hr 
(4.41 
Herr 87' is the hoondary and  & th r  arca of 7', and (:suss' 
theorem lras h e m  usc-d. Notr that d r i  is thc iwvz  nor^ 
mal tu an clt-nwnt of t l i p  hounrlary. Since 11' varirs l in rar ly  
within each triangle, and hencr along fach s i d r ,  ( f l .4 )  IP 
comcs 
L 
whrre 61 is t h e  inward normal to E, scaled with the length 
of E,, and so on.  Rearranging, one ohtains - 
whcre the last changr is possihlr because for any triangle, 
ri ,  .t til + ii3 = ij ( . L i )  
,-. Fig. 2. Notation to describe a general triangle with edges 
E l ,  vertices V; and normals 6,  scaled with the length of Ei  
Note that if  i.6; is positive, then flow enters T through 
E ; ,  and vice versa. Rccaus~  of (4 .7) ,  we can write many 
akernative formulae for '&.  Some of thes? are. 
The existence nf these alternatives will prove useful. A n  
nltrrnxtive rout,? into these wsults woiild hRvr hem thr 
interesting identity (cfr. eq. (3.2)) 
where S; is the area that weights IV; in the integration 
of W. It will be one-third the total area of the triangles 
having i as a vertex, commonly known ns  the median dual 
cell around i ,  see fig. 3. It can easily he shown 21,24,25 that 
(4.10) is a conservative scheme, provided 
3 Ea' = I VT (4.11) 
1 
All schemes discussed will satisfy this condition. 
Fig. 3. Median dual cell around vertex i .  
If a given triangle sends only contributions to i t s  own 
vertices (which is the only choice considered in this work), 
the schemes have a compact stenc.il for a given meshpoint 
i ,  which contains a t  most the vertices of all triangles with 
common vertex i .  This restriction is, moreover, a.n aid Lo 
efficient coding. After assembling the contributions irom 
all triangles T meeting in i ,  we obtain the scheme 
or 
with TI, Tz, and T3 tlir vertires of 7' a n d  57 t,hc normal 
opposite to vertex Tj i u  trianglr T. 
Additional to constraint (4  I I )  for a ron.srri,aIir,rschernr, 
we consider the following two design criteria : 
Property P : Positivity 
written as a convex combination of <>Id valurs : 
Positivityaa mrans that every new vahie 1V"" can be 
(1.14) 
Thc natural analogtic ol thc scalar distribution schcmr 
in one dimension as discusscd in the introduction would 
appear to be thr following. For ca.ch triangle in turn  carry 
out, f o r i  -~: 1 , 2 , 3 ,  the following three replacrments, 
while clr = 1 for consistency. I t  guaranters a maximiirn 
principle for the discretk steady st,atp solitlion thus prohibit- 
ing the occurrence of new extrrma and iiuposirig stability 
on the explicit scheme (4.13). 
As far as we know, this condition has never bren piit, 
forward in the finite dement contrxt. In the  finif,? differ- 
d 
S<W; -+ S;W, i~ "?At& ( 4 .  I ( I )  
9 
ence and finite volume context it is well known and cxten- 
sively used to design discontinuity capturing high resolution 
Bchemes, even on unstructured grids. A stronger condition 
but easier to verify is positivity by which it is re- 
quired that the contribution of each triangle separately is 
positivez4. 
Property LP : Linearity Preservation 
By this we require that the scheme preserves the exact 
steady state solution whenever this is a linear function of 
the space coordinates I and y, for any arbitrary triangu- 
lation of the domain. Since the condition considers only 
the steady state, it is an accuracy requirement on the space 
discretization only. 
In the context of linear finite elements property LP is 
an obvious requirement, hut since our methods originate 
from a different approach it is not automatically rnforced, 
as will be seen in the following. It includes consistency in 
space defined as preservation of an exact constant steady 
state. Indeed, there is a strong relation betwcen the no- 
tion of constancy preservation and first order accuracy of 
finite difference space discretizations on regular grids a t  one 
hand, and linearity preservation versus second order accu- 
racy on the other hand. In fact this equivalence is the basis 
for the well known MUSCL interpretation of upwind differ- 
encing on regular grids and it has been shown that schemes 
satisfying LP are second order on a uniform Cartesian grid, 
a t  least for the homogeneous advection equation. 
It has been shown in24,25 that linear schemes ( C I  con- 
stant in eq. (4.14)) cannot be positive and linearity preserv- 
ing a t  the same time, thus generalizing Godonov's theorem 
on the incompatibility between second order accuracy and 
monotonicity preservation. Hence, to combine both prop- 
erties P and LP, one has to look for nonlinear schemes, 
precisely as in I D  with the TVD schemes. Before intro- 
ducing a nonlinear scheme which satisfies hoth properties 
P and LP, we discuss the optimal linear scheme. 
4.2 .  T h e  o p t i m a l  l inear  s c h e m e  satisfying p r o p e r t y  
P (pos i t iv i ty)  
The scheme is called th r  N-scheme, the nomenclature 
of Sidilkoverz' for schemes on structured grids. For a t r i an~  
gle with one inflow side (fig. 4) ,  with downstream vertex 3, 
the straightforward choice is to  send the entire fluctuation 
to the downstream node 3, giving aT ... a: : 0 , a r  =: 1 
and for the updating of node 3 due to triangle T :  
~ ( 4 . l i )  
where the form (4.8) has been used. Since both A .  <I and 
i. ?iz arp negatiw, this leads to  a locally positive schem? 
rindrr the condition 
On the other hand, this update- is linearity preserving as 
well, since the ripdating vanishes for an exact linear solu- 
tion. Hence for one inflow side triangles, the one target 
distribution to the downstream node satisfies hoth P and 
LP2, and it is the optimal choicez4. 
V. V" 
Fig. 4. Examples o f a  triangle with either one or two inflow 
sides. 
Consider now the second case of a two inflow side t r i a n ~  
gle and suppose that two sides, say b , E z  are hoth inflow 
sides (fig. 4) .  The upwind philosophy suggests that n o  sig- 
nal is sent to V3. In24~z5 it is then shown that the following 
update from triangle T is optimal : 
In constructing this scheme, w e  have again i i s r r l  the 
alternative expression (4.8). Local positivity of the scheme 
(4.17) is obtained, taking into account that both i . 5 ,  and 
X . ?iz are positive coefficients, if the timestep is l imi td  hy 
- 
A less restrictive condition for global positivity is ob- 
tainrd by taking into account the coefficients of IVp for all 
triangles T meeting a t  P leading to 
Of all linear positive schemes, the scheme (4.15), (1.17) 
is the one which allows the maximum time-step a n d  has 
the most narrow stencil (hence its name N-schrmr whew 
N stands for Narrow). In many cases, namely i f  only 3 
triangles contribute to a given vertcx, it leads to a %point 
stencil. 
Therefore it is not surprising that when applkd to a 
Cartesian grid triangulated by tracing the diagonals such 
that their projection on A is maximized, thr N-schemc h ? ~  
comes identical to thc optimal must compact linear pos- 
itive scheme on a structured Cartesian grid, having a 3 
point stencil and known as the streamline upwind schrmp 
of Rice and Schnipke". Sidilkover" renamed this schemr 
as the N-scheme, explaining our present nomenclnturr on 
unstructured grids. The scheme on a structurrd grid is wrII  
known to be first order accurate ii i  space, confirming our 
,findings that the N-scheme (as well as any other linear posi- 
tive scheme) is not linearity preserving. When applird with 
- 
the "wrong" choice of the diagonals, the N-scheme becomes 
identical to regular dimensionally split first order upwind- 
ing, which is again the most compact 3-point stencil for 
that choice of the diagonal. 
The  N-scheme is also closely related to the work of 
Hughes et alae in the development of Petrov-Galerkin finite- 
element methods. They also found it necessary to distin- 
guish hetween cases with one or two inflow sides, and gave 
a neat geometric construction that clarifies (4.17). The 
velocity x' is to he regarded, as in fig. 5 ,  as the sum of 
components parallel to El and Ezr 
v 
- -~ 
A 7.T A I  + A 2  (4.20) 
"2 
Fig. 5 .  The effect of convection speed vector 
its components along sides 1 and 2. 
Thr fluctuation due to ,fl, is (cfr. 4.8) 
as R sum nf 
- 1 -  I -  
61 : -i(Al.q(wl - W,) ~- - ( A 1 , 7 ? z ) ( w 2  - IV,) 
2 
1 -  
2 
I -  
2 
= -~-(Al.?=ll)(lvl -- W,) 
:- . . . - (A.+i1)( f lT,  -.- 1V3) 
and similarly the fluctuation drie to i 2  is 
(4.21) 
- 
Now thr whole of can he sent to VI, hecause fur A I ,  o r d p  
E2 is an inflow side, and the whole of 6 2  can b? srnt to V2.  
Of cnurse, the main draw~hack of the N scheme is t h a t  
it does not preserve a linear steady state soliithn (property 
LP) as can be casily verified from eq. (4.17) : For an exact 
linear steady state, the sum of the two split parts adds to 
zero? hut each of the parts seperately can he non-zero, thus 
sending a n  update which destroys the exact linear solution 
at the next time slep. 
4.3. T h e  NN scheme.  
Linear schemes satisfying property LP are important 
from the viewpoint oi accuracy, although they lack f.he 
crucial property of positivity (P). Both central and up- 
wind schemes belong to this class, with among the r r n t r d  
schemes the well known Petrov Galcrkiii and Streamline 
- 
Diffusion (or Least Squares) Petrov Galerkin Finite Ele- 
ment schemes, for which a.Lax-Wendrov derivation has he 
given". The  numerical diffiision obtained with all these 
schemes is comparable, and as could he expected much 
lower than for any of the linear positive schemes we have dr- 
veloped. However, these schemes cannot he retained since 
they do not preserve monotonic profiles over discontinuities. 
Instead, we consider a nonlinear scheme, callrd the N N  
scheme (Nonlinear Narrow), which is indeed positive and 
linearity preserving. Because of our generalized Godunov 
theorem, the scheme has necessarily to he nonlinear. 
Consider again the linear N-scheme. For triangles with 
one inflow side, the updating (4.15) satisfies both property 
P and LP. So in this case there is no need a t  all to torn to 
a nonlinear scheme. 
On the other hand, for a two inflow side triangle (fig. 
4) with downstream vertices 1 and 2, the updating is given 
in .eq. (4.17), and the scheme is positive under condition 
(4.18). However, this updating is not linearity preserving as 
mentioned before in the prrvious section: for this to hc t rnr ,  
both terms q ( W ;  ~ W;)] and % ( W p  - It';)] should 
vanish for an exact linear solution, while in reality only the 
sum of the two do vanish on a general triangulation. 
To cure the problem, we may rccall (section 2) t,hat 
the residual is not changed if one replaces ,f by t h r  gradient 
dependent convection speed eq.(2.18), given by 
where 6 is a unit vector parallel with QW evaluated with 
eq. (4.9). Indeed, one easily verifies that 
in. erv 7.: i. ew (4.24) 
Also, one may add a component parallel to the isolines of 
W without changing the residual (fig. 6). For 
P = x'" l~ P ( i  ~~ in) 
j;. , efl, = x' , epf, 
(,1.25) 
(4.26) 
with an arbitrary real, onc still has 
t w=c 
Fig. 6. The fluctuation remains-unchanged if > is choscn 
along the line perpendicular to A,. 
I w = c  
11 
However, tising in or > instead of i makes t& scheme non; 
linear, even for a linear equation. Choosing A, instead of X 
in the  distribution makes the scheme linearity preserving, 
hecause 
vanishes for a steady state which_ is a linea; function of z 
and y. Two cases may occur : i f  A, . < I  and A n .  ii2 are hnth 
positive-, the resulting scheme 
i s  positiw as well (fur At small enough). This situation 
corrrsponds to  a location of A, pointing inside the t r i a n e  
in the same way as (fig. 6 ) .  However, in the case that A, 
points outside thr  triangle, eit.hrr A , . i i l  or A,.iiz is negative 
and the rrsiilting scheme is no longer positive. In fig. 7 
this sitlaation is depicted, for A,, . 21 < 0 and A, . 6 2  > ( I .  
Recalling tha t  any A' defined i n  (4.25) can he used, we may 
select t,he smallest A' which makrs t h r  scheme positive, 
which is th? vector with the direction along t h e  edge El 
(fig. 7). Since this makes the scheme single target to node 




- - - 
I I w = c  w = c  
Fig. 7. Choice of convection direction for the distribution 
scheme if A, points outride the triangle. 
Summarizing, the N N  scheme which is both positivr 
and linearity preserving, is given by the following algorithm. - 
1 )  if the triangle has one inflow side arcording to A ,  nrnd 
2) if  th r  trianglr is t w o  targct according to A ,  sag with  
if both A, , G2 > 0 and A, . riZ ,> 0 w e  the two 
target formula (4.28). 
else if  A, .ri l  < 0 and A, . T i 2  > 0 send the rrsidnal 
to node 2. 
else send the residual to node 1 
the rrsidual to the unique r lownstr ram vcrtex. 
nodrs 1 and 2, - compute A, 
- 
- - 
4.4 Appl ica t ion  to t h e  Eu le r  equat ions .  
Application' of the above schemes to  the Eulri q u a -  
lions is very easy, considering each of the splitting parts as 
a scalar residual ik.eWi multiplied with right e-igcrlvrctor 
rk .  
N-scheme. 
Considering the characteristic decompositioii inoilel, 
the 4 scalar contributions are distribritpd according t o  the 
N-scheme using thc sprrds <,<$I;+ c d 2 )  and <~~ < K ' ( ~ ) .  Thr 
source term S, eq. (2.10) is distributed either Ily srnding 
equal parts to thc 3 nodes or by distributing Qkrk according 
to the speed ik.  
For the 6 wave model, the 6 scalar c_ontributions are 
again distributed according to the speeds X k  corrrsponding 
to pach of the 6 waves, namely C, C, < + cii and t i  :lk c r ? . ~ ,  
where < is the propagation direction of the first nroiistir 
wave, and 61 i s  perpendicular to  6. 
- 
"-scheme. 
In the "-scheme, additional 'gradieut clrpeiidrnt' ad- 
vertion speeds are computed lor the two-target di6trihti- 
lions. 
For the 4 wave model ,the% are given by eq. ('2.18) 
For the 6 wave models these 'gradient dependrrit' speeds 
are simply the original speeds resulting from thc inodd as 
given in eq. (2.17). 
From the ahovr discussion i t  appears that the t w o  
approaches have become very similar with respect, tn thr 
entropy and shear wavc, the main difference being i n  t,hr 
treatment of the acoustic waves. 
Nevertheless, no results could be obtained with t h r  4 
wave model, except for the supersonic oblique shock rc- 
flection problem. On the other hand, the 6 wave models, 
in particular model C has proven to he qui te  robust for all 
test cases considerd so far, although some problwns remain 
with resprct to the solid wall boundary conditions. 
4.5 Appl ica t ion  to s t r u c t u r e d  gr ids .  
L 
The linearisation and spatial discretization dcscrilwl 
in this paper are based o n  triangulatiori of t h ~  doiiiain 
making use of a uniquely defined gradient of unknowns c w ~ r  
a triangle. The most obvious domain of appliraticms is 
thrreforr th r  area of unstructured solvrrs as indirnt,rd hy 
the title of this paper. 
For structured solvers however, th r  multidimriisi.,rihI 
generalization can be iisrd as well. It is suflicirnt to  d i ~  
vide a quadrilateral hy one of its diagonals trinuglrs, t o  
he able to apply thr incthod dcscrilred so far. Qu(islioti 
is of course, which diagonal has t u  1,r insertrd to  split, Ihr 
quadrilateral i n  to two t,riangles ? On a scalar equatim it 
can be shown that taking the diagonal closest to the, ~ V P C  
tion direction and applying the N scheme rorrPsponds to  
the Rice and Schnipke- sclterneas on a Cartesian grid, wliilr 
taking the other diagonal reduces to  the much more diffri.. 
sive standard finite volmnr upwinding on the quarlrilalrral 
cells. This behaviour is confirmed by numerical t c s t s  on 
scalar convection equations. 
For a system of equations it would he ideal to take the 
optimal diagonal for each of the waves involved in model- 
ing the flow. In doing so, no clear procedure is available 
yet to ensure conservation. .We can for the moment only he 
conservative if we take the same diagonal for a given quadri- 
lateral for all 4 or  6 waves. The choice of diagonal will he 
made hy the wave with the largest strength uk.  We must 
pay attention to the normalization of the eigenvectors, since 
the  choice of 7' in the evaluation of the residual is sensitive 
with respect to scaling. It turns out that  the eigenvectors 
as defined by Roe permit the use of the strength without 
scaling. 
Some results on a structured grid with optimization of 
the underlying triangles appear in section 5:  For compari- 
son, the choice of diagonal can he made independent of the 
solution. To avoid bias due to a certain choice of diago- 
nal, diagonals can he arranged to alternate going from one 
quadrilateral to another. Some results on those isotropic 
grids appear also in section 5 .  
L' 
5 .  R e s u l t s  
The purpose of the present section is to show evidence 
that the methodology described in this paper represents 
a viable alternative for the  well established dimensionally 
h) Channel flow with a 4% hump with inlet Mach number 
of 1.4 (mainly supersonic). 
c) Channel flow with a 4.2% hump for inlet Mach num- 
hersof 0.6 (cl, fully subsonic) and 0.85 (c2, transonic). 
Some of the test cases have also been run with a stan- 
dard state of the s r t  grid aligned finite volume Roe flux dif- 
ference splitter by M. Mannasa on a quadrilateral grid, us- 
ing minmod limited MUSCL extrapolation and n-schemes 
with n = 113 in a cell-centered formulation. 
The  unstructured grids were generated with an advanc- 
ing front method combined with Delauney triangulation. 
The  user only specifies the point distribution at the hound- 
aries. This program was written by J.D. Muller a t  VKI 
and Ann Arhour. The  resulting grids can be highly reg- 
ular, many of the  triangles being equilateral and about of 
the same size if the boundary point distribution is smooth 
enough. For the plotting on the unstructured grid use was 
made of software written by P. Vankeirshilck. 
The  oblique shock test case has been chosen to make 
comparisons between different wave models, discretization 
schemes, and for the structured solver the choice of under- 
lying triangles. 
Results on an unstructured grid are shown in fig. 8 
where the solution in the form of is0 Mach lines is super- 
imposed on the grid. F~~ this computation the " scheme 
with model c has been The corresponding iso entropy 
split (or locally 1D) TVD upwind solvers, especially on 
unstructured grids composed of trimgles. For ComParison 
with structured grid results, we use the approach of d i d -  
ing quadrilaterals along one of their diagonals as described . . _  in section 4.5. lines are given in fig. 9. The spurious entropy gmeration 
near the inlet and at the reflection point are also common 
standard TVD res'llts, for and t o  standard structured solvers. In figs. 10 and I1  solutions 
Many Of the resldts shown yet 'OmPete with 
flow test cases. For supersonic flow on the other hand, the 
present results indicate that shocks or contact discontinu- 
ities not aligned with the grid are resolved in fewer cells 
with the present approach, when compared with standard 
solvers on the same structured grid. For upwind solvers 
it is the subsonic flow which represents the most critical 
regime, due to thr  fact that the domain of dependencc is 
omnidirectional, while the discretization only picks out a. 
diecrete nitmher of privileged directions. Therefore, mul- 
tidimensional upwind solvers have it very difficult to treat 
this situation correctly, and subsonic results have only been 
ohtained after the consistent conservative linearization WR.S 
introduced, (section 3.). Even with the correct linearim- 
tion, no subsonic results have been obtained for the charac- 
teristic decomposition (section 2.1), for reasons which are 
not well understood at the moment. One of the problems 
might he the non uniqueness problem in determining the di- 
rection d') in the decomposition or the incompletenesfi of 
the decoupling. Further investigation in this area is needed. 
Another problem area to be further investigated is thc 
implementation of consistent boundary conditions, espe- 
cially along solid walls. I t  appears t.hat there is a loss of 
conservation in the layer of triangles along the solid walls. 
Taking the symmetry boundary condition or douhling the 
ohlique shock problem by adding the mirror problem to 
avoid a solid wall boundary condition gave no improvement. 
- 
The following test cases are. c o n s i d e d  : 
a)  Reflection of an oblique shock on a flat plate, with an 
incoming Mach number of 2.9 and an incident shock 
angle of 29'. 
.._, 
- 
on structured grids are shown, first for the N N  schrme with 
model C and optimal choice of the triangles (fig. 10) and 
then the solution obtained with the standard dimensional 
solver (fig. 11) on the 61 x 21 points grid of fig. 1%. The  
shock capturing for the new scheme seems slightly better 
than for the standard solver. Comparison between other 
combinations of wave models and discretizations is shown 
in fig. 13 a-g in the form of a cut through the domain a t  
Y = 0.5 and Y = 0 for the Mach numhrr. In ordw of ap- 
pearance they are : the results on the unstructured grid, 
model C, NN scheme (a) ; model C with the N N  scheme on 
the structured grid with optimal choice of the diagonal (b)  
; The standard solver on the same grid (c) ; the rharacter- 
istic decomposition method with the N N  scheme (d)  on the 
isotropic grid of fig. 1% ; model R with the N N  schpme on  
the iotropic grid (e) ; model C with the N N  schemr on the 
isotropic grid (f)  and model C with the N schemr on thr  
isotropic grid (g). 
The characteristic model (d)  and the 6 w a v r  niodrl C 
( f )  lead to monotonic results of comparable quality. How- 
ever, the solution with the 6 wave model B (e) is not mono- 
tonic. This is not in contradiction with the use of a positive 
scheme for each wave separately, but indicates that, model 
B is not capable of extracting the physically importamt n p  
winding directions in an oblique shock. Therefore, we will 
not consider model B for the further comparisons. The  
difference between the N N  scheme compared with the N 
scheme for model C follows from comparing ( f )  with (g). 
The improvement obtained with the N N  scheme is a s  ex- 
pected from experience with scalar test cases". 
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Computations on a grid with optimal diagonals using 
model C with the NN scheme (h) compared to standard 
grid aligned Roe flux difference splitting on the quadrilat- 
eral grid ( c )  indicate that the shocks are captured in fewer 
cells using the present approach. These solutions are of 
comparable quality of the results obtained on the unstrnr- 
tured grid (a). Fig. 14 shows the convergence for fig. 13b. 
For the supersonic channel, the is0 Mach lines of fig. 
15 using the N N  scheme with model C are again super- 
imposed on an almost uniform unstructured grid of 1977 
vertices. The hump is shifted a hit towards the entry of 
the channel with respect to the standard confignration to 
catch a hit of the fourth reflected shock. On the structured 
grid using optimal diagonals, N N  scheme and model C (fig. 
16), results are compared with the standard grid aligned 
Roe flux difference splitter (fig, 17) on a grid of 63 x 33 
points shown in fig. 18. The  multidimensional solver shows 
slightly hetter definition of the first reflected shock than the 
standard solver. This is confirned by a cut of the value of 
the Mach numher on the lower wall for the three cases (fig. 
19). 
Considering next the transonic GAMM channel, on the 
structured 80 x 33 grid of fig. 20. a comparison is made he- 
tween thc present approach (model C, NN schrmc,  optimal 
diagonals) (fig. 21) and grid aligned Roe FDS on thc same 
mesh, using the quadrilaterals only (fig. 22). The hoond- 
ary conditions for hoth solvers diffcr, which may explain 
thr  difference of thc Mach numher in the two soliitions. 
The  performance is not as good as for the fully supersonic 
flow test cases, alt,hough the essential phenomena of the 
flow appear in the solution, including a noticahle re ex pan^ 
sion after the shock. The iso Mach lines are less smooth, 
an observation confirmcd by a c u t  ovcr the lower wall (fig. 
23). 
Finally, a preliminar result for the iso Mach lines in a 
fully subsonic flcrw in the same channel is shown in fig. 24 ,  
ohtainrtl with modcl C and thr NN schemc. The deteri- 
oration of the quality of the solution already apparent in 
fig. 21 has progrcssed, resulting in a solution which lacks 
the synimctry expected for a fully siihsonic f low The iso 
pressure lines (fig. 25) however are much more symmetrir, 
which is corifirmed hy a cut of the pressnrc on the lower 
wall (fig. 26). Again the  boundary treatnient givcs Mach 
nurnbrrs slightly lower than those for for the structured 
dimensioiinl solver. The iinstructurrd grid of fig. 27 cow 
tained 3092 vertices with a less regular shapr due to thr 
increased density on the lower wall. The codc d n c ~  not suf- 
fer from a lack of rohustness howcvrr. Local timcstepping 
with a CFL of 0.8 has always been possible with model ( ' 
and the- NN scheme, hut convergence tends to stagnate at 
a level where the density updates are about four orders of  
magnitude lower than the density itself. 
A gencral conclusion from the numerical rcsults shown 
i s  that at present the method described performs well for S ~ I -  
personic flows, whe-re the numerical results are cumparable 
to- nr better than those from standard solvers. The i n f b  
ence of the wave model i s  large. Model B lacks monotonic- 
ity, while the characteristic decomposition method fails t o  
work under subsonic conditions. Focussing on model C with 
the N N  scheme, shock resolution is good, and sometimes 
hetter than what can be obtained with standard solvers. 
The solutions for lower Mach numbers are of preliminary 
character. 
6. Conclusion. 
In this paper we have presented a coherent overview 
of the concepts needed to generalize Roe's one-dimensional 
approximate Riemann solver to multidimensional flow in a 
way which does not rely on dimensional splitting. Find- 
ing the relevant waves and applying a correct upwind dis- 
cretization turns out to be considerably more difficult than 
in ID. On the other hand, a conservative parametcr-vector 
linearization in 2D and 3D is conceptually Similar to the 
1D development and poses no problems, provided that tri- 
angular cells are used in 2D, and tetrahedra in 3D. 
At this development stage the coniputational results 
are still to he considered preliminar, in particular for suh- 
sonic flow problems. Evidently, more work remains to he 
done on wave modeling and boundary conditions, w h i l r  
the linearization and scalar distribution schemes arr  sat^ 
isfactory from the theoretical point of view. Neverthrlcss, 
model C shows improvements in shock capturing compared 
to standard solvers, especially on unstructured grids. On 
structured grids, the gain is present in case flow phenorncna 
are not aligned with the grid. 
Additional to theoretical considerations and t,hF gain 
in performance shown here compared to standard 211 and 
3D solvers, the decomposition in scalar waves opens also 
the way for local characteristic t ime~tepping~ '  and optimal 
multistage timestepping for efficient multigrid smoot- 
hing". The  compact stencils may prove convenirnt for 
massive parallelization and implicit schemes. 
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Fig. 8. Oblique shock reflection. Is0 Mach lines superimposed on the unstructured grid for model C wrth 
the N N  scheme. lncremmt = .OS 
I 81 1 ea 3 91 d I. 
The grid has 1235 vertices. 
Fig. 9. As fig. 8 ; Iso-entropy lines. Increment = ,005 
Fig. 10. Obliqoe shock reflection on structured gr id  f s o  Mach lines for modlrl C with  thr N N  schcr,>r a n d  
optimal choice of the diagonals. Incrcrrlent == .OS ‘171~ grid has 61 x 21 = 1281 vertices. 
Fig. J I .  Oblique shock rcflection on structured grid. Iso Mach linrs for a grid alignrd cnll c c n k r ~ ~ l  f inif ,  
vrdume Ror flux difference splitter with n = $. Incrrmrnf .V5 T ~ P  grid has 62 x 22 ~ 1364 unknouws. 
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Fig. 12. Parts of the grids used for the standard solver (a), and of the isotropic grid for the multidirnmsional 
solver ( b )  
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Fig. 13 (a)-(d), Value of the Mach number along lines Y = 0.5 and Y = 0 for (a) model C with tlie NN 
scheme on the unstructured grid, (b)  model C with the N N  scheme on thr slrrictured grid using nptirrial 
diagonals, ( c )  the standard solver on the structured grid, (d )  the characteristic drrnrnposi l im used with O w  
N N  scheme on the isotropic grid. 
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Fig. 13 ( e ) - (g ) .  Value of the Mach number along linrs 
Y = 0.5 and Y = 0 for ( e )  model R with the N N  srhmme 
on the isotropic grid, (f) model C with the N N  schcmr on 
the isotropic grid, ( g )  model C with the N schemc 011 t h e  
isotropic grid. 
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Fig. 1 4 .  Convergence history for the solution of fig. 1 3  b .  
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Fig. 15. Supersonic channel flow with inlet Mach number of 1.4. Isolines of thc Mach number with a n  
increment of0.05 for Model C with the N N  scheme superimposed on the unstruclurcd grid 
Fig 16. AS fig. I$, but on the structured grid oi  fig. 18 with the optimal choir? of the diagonal 
I 
Fig. 17 .  Iso Mach lines for the standard solver on the grid of fig. 18 
Fig. 18. The structured grid for the supersonic channel Bow test case 
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Fig. 19. The value of the Mach number on the lourr wall for the supersonic channel flow for the snlutic,n~ < > /  
figs, 15 17 respectively in (a)-(.). 
F ~ E  20 The structured grid for the transonic channel flow test case 
increment oiO.05 for Model C with the  N N  scheme on t h r  structurcd grid of fig. 20 wi th  tlir r ,p t imnl  r l v k  
of the diagonal. 
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big. 23. The value of the Mach number on thr lower wall foi 
figs. 21 and 22 respectively in [a) and (b). 
$e transonic channel flow for the solirlion C ' f  
Fig. 24. 
increment of 0.01 for Model C with thk N N  schernr on thr unatructurcd grid of fig. 27. 
Subsonic channel flow with inlet Mach n u m b e r  of 0.6. Is0 lines of t h c  M a c h  nurnhcr n- i l l )  ; i i ,  
c 
L 
Fig. 26. The value of the pressure on the lower wall for thr subsonic channel flow fnr t h r  rnoltidirnrnsi~~~iiII 
solver (fig, 2 5 )  and the standard solver on a Rfl Y 33 grid clustered towards thr rrntrr, rrsprrtivc1.Y in ( a )  
and (h) .  
IGg, 27. Tlnstrncttrred grid with 3092 verticrs nsed for t h c  computations of fig. 2'11 25 a n d  % ( a ) .  
